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The predation of two spider species, Tetragnatha montana Simon and Dolome
des fimbriatus (Clerck), on mosquitoes has been investigated in field experiments. The
rate of reduction was studied at various prey and predator densities. The food activity of
spiders, as well as the relative activity and distribution of .mosquitoes in the isolator,
were analysed in various relations of prey and predator density. The authors studied the
effect of the spider and mosquito reactions mentioned on prey reduction. Besides, the mo
dyfying effect of vegetation
structure in the isolators and of different periods of the season
•
when the experiments were carried out was taken into account in its hearing on the character
and rate of prey reduction.
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l. INTRODUCTION

In the literature of the last ten years there have been published a number of
scientific papers on the ·subject of the importance of predation in nature. The
scientists have started investigating biological and ecological aspects of 'this
process and they came to be particularly interested in the regulating role of
predation in the con1munity. But as the facts concerned with the numerical re
duction of prey by predators are relatively \'\tellknown and do not give rise to any
doubts, then the idea of their regulation effect on the prey is still the subject
of scientific discussions. Refraining from offering the final verdict, the scient
ists are bent on investigating the course of predation and basic factors affecting
its level.
One of the most frequently analysed problems is the ryuestion arising from
the effe et of the prey and predator density on the course of predation. The re la
tions occurring here can be considered from the following two points of view:
the effect of predators on the numbers and other features of prey (Blondel
1967, Ho ll in g 1959), or the effect of prey on the numbers and other features
of predators (Tin be r g en 1960, Fro chat 1967). Each type of approach con
centrates on different re gularities recorded in the phenomenon of predation,
stresses different aspects of the prohletn, and only the t\VO taken together can
give a cotnplete picture of the process and signify its importance in nature. 1'he
authors have put forward as their aim to investigate both the types of the depend
ency experimentally with spiders as predators and rnosquitoes as prey.
Spiders as predators have already been taken up as the subject of investiga
tion. It can be deduced frotn thern that spiders possess a nuTnber of ecological
features com1non 'vith such vertebrate predators as carnivorous and insectivorous
birds. 'l hat ·w as born out by a con1parison of the two groups' significance carried out in the paper by M i y ash ita in 1963. Spiders are poliphags feeding
on a large nuntber of insect species but each particular spider species has
its own range of prey, and differs fron1 other species by the quality and
quantity of prey consumed (Bristo\o\' e 1941, Turnbull 1956, 1965, as
we 11 as others). This is closely connected with the qualitative supply of prey
in the g iven habita~, their numbers and accessibility. Within the group usually
can occur rare species specializing in only one type of prey. Most of all spiders
feed on the most abundant food in the habitat (Vite 1953, 1'urnbull 1960).
Taking into account these features of sriders Rupperts hofan (after K i r c h ne r
1965) advocated the method of the species Linyphia triangularis introduction
into the forests when they are threatened by pests. This author described this
species as an equivalent of "the Tit among birds". In the webs of the spider
species investigated he recorded about 40 % of forest pests. The author mention
ed advocated a combined method of forest protection including the use of ants,
spiders, and birds. Bristowe (1941) expressed an opinion that the number of
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insects captured by spiders exceeds the respective number attributed to birds,
and he supplied his estin1ates. However, he pointed 011t that the lack of food
specialization renders them less effective than, for example, some parasites or
bird species.
Vi te (1953) arrived at a conclusion, as a result of an analysis taking into
account the up-to-date achievement of arachnology, that spiders could contribute
much to the biological balance in the forest ecosystem, and that they exert
a strong pressure, first of all, on phytophagous insects, parasites, and insect
predators. He described, for the sake of example, their attitude towards Bupalus
piniariu,.s: the larger the numbers of the pest in the habitat, the more intensive
was it captured by spiders with as much as 12 to 23% of the population being
extenn inated. Vi t
considered spiders being most effective as predators in the
undergrowth and herb layer of the forest.
K i r c h ne r ( 1964) singled out, on the basis of the literature and his own
results, a number of factors which could affect and modify spider predation on
insects or its estimates, in particular the method of trappin g, the period of 24hours and seasonal activity of spiders, the behaviour of prey, the character of
the hiotop, the density of the spider population and their prey, as well as the
seasonal dynamics of their numbers. He considered web spiders as more effect
ive than wandering spiders.
1' u r n b u 11 (1960) worked out the qualitative and quantitative composition
of prey being trapped in the webs of L inyphia triangnlaris, he considered the
way of prey trapping by spiders (1964), and analysed the effect of the varying
spiders' diet on their growth and development. He also pointed out (1966) the
significance of spider migrations for pressure changes of these predators in
relation to all the prey in the habitat in different periods of the season.
Hay ne s and Si so j e vi (1966) investigated the effect of hunger, moults,
and t he process of egg-laying on the intensity of predation, as well as the effect
of the prey density on the number of fruit flies trapped and the degree of the prey
body u~age. They also studied the prohletn of the stimulation of spiders just
sucking their prey by other prey in their vicinity, and the effect of hunger or
satiation on this phenomenon.
Japanese arachnologists and entomologists attributed much significance to
spiders as predators of many agriculture pests (It o, M i y ash it a, and Se k i
g u c hi 1962). They also analysed the activity of poliphagous predators , spiders
included (M i y ash it a 1963).
K a j a k ( l965a, 196Sb) carried out a quantitative investigation on the food
of the spiders .4 rane us cornutus and A. quadratus occurring in forest meadows.
The author analysed the fannistic composition of insects trapped ·In spider webs
and occuiTing in the habitat. She concluded that Tendipedidae and aphids, not
so strong or adroit flyers, were trapped in webs proportionally to their dens ity
in the habitat. Other groups did not display this correlation at all or only in
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a small degree. Adult females trapped more insects than juvenile individuals
disregarding the number of insects in the habitat. There also occurred, under
certain conditions, a correlation between the nun1bers of insects in the habitat
and the total number of spiders.
Spider predation on mosquitoes was n1entioned in the literature n1ainly in
the form of reports on the trapping of rnosquitoes by certain spider species as
welJ as feeding on them (J en kin s 1964). It was · already mentioned as early as
in 1889 by McC o o k who observed in some periods frequent trapping of mos
quitoes in webs of large Argiopidae. Bristowe (1941) pointed out that species
from the fan1ily Linyphidae and genus Tetragnatha mainly feed on insects from
the group Nematocera. J en kin s (1950) investigated .A edes commu.nis predators,
as well as other species of this genus, by checking their radioactivity caused
by the feeding on mosquitoes ntarked by radioactive isotopes. He concludeq
that a number of spider species (Araneus nordmanii, lt!.eta patagiata, Tetragnatha
extensa, Pithyophantes subarcticus, Pardosa mackenziana, Theridion zeloty
pum, Xysticus triang.ulosus) fed on mosquitoes. £~number of investigators (Ba
c o t 1916, M a r c h o u x, S a l i m b e n i, S i m o n d 190 3, H o \V a r d, D y a r, K n a b
1912, Go r don 1922) mentioned also other spider genera and species feeding
on the mosquitoes Aedes aegypti and Culex pipiens, occurring in human environment.
Fontoynont (1922) (after J en kin s 1964) reported that Nephila madagasca
riensis feeds on mosquitoes of the genus Anopheles. The author suggested that
the extermination of these spiders rnay cause an increase in populations of ma
larial n1osquitoes. Turn b u 11 (1960) concluded that species of the group Dip
tera constitute the main prey of the species L. triangularis. Ne matocera made
up only 18% of the species trapped in webs in early spring, while in June they
made up 80% of the spiders prey. Laird (1947) observed numerous mosquitoes in
the webs of Meta sp.He also pointed out that certain spiders of the genus Epeira
(Araneus) and Meta, which spin webs around the pools, could be treated as im
portant mosquito predators. Jam e s (1964) observed the occurrence of spider
females of the gen.u s Dolomedes in the h~eeding p~aces of the mosquitoes Aedes
atropalpus. McDuffie and Weidhaus, discussing new methods of ntosquito con
trol, concluded that parasites, predators, and pathogenes are very important in
the biological control of mosquitoes, but that new intensive investigations on
their activity against mosquitoes are necessary.
The authors of the present paper have already published data on the subject
of pressure exerted by various spider species on mosquitoes in field experin1e nts
(Luczak, D~browska-Prot 1966), data concerned with the rate and cha
racter _of mosquito reduction by spiders (Dc:tbrowska-Prot, Luczak, Tar
wid 1966), and data concerned with the effect of spiders on the behaviour of
mosquitoes (D~browska-Prot 1966). The aim of the present paper is to
sutn up the result of the two years of investigations on spider predation on mos-
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quitoes, particularly taking into account the factor of prey and predator density
-in the process of prey reduction and the reaction of the two components to their
presence.

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE STUDY AREA

The investigation was carried out in Kampinos Forest, in the vicinity of the
villages Zamosc and Cisowe (near D~bowskie). Large number of the spiders
T. montana and D. fimbriatus and mosquitos were recorded in the area of a wet
alder forest where the isolators were set up. This is their natural environment,
fro1n which the animals were picked up for the experiments.
The isolators, for technical reasons, were set up in two slightly differing
plant communities 1 •
One of the series of isolators (10) was set up in the alder forest near Za
mosc where in the tree layer there were isolated group·s of the alder (A lnu,s glu
tinosa), the common birch (Betula pubescens) and the willow (Salix cinerea).
1'he density of canopies amounted from . 50% to 75%. The alder buckthorn (Fran
gula alnus), the rowan (Sorbus aucuparia) the raspberry (Rubus idaeus), Rham
nu,s cathartic a, and the black currant (R ibes nigrum) occurred ahundantly in the
undergrowth. The herb layer included 37 species of herbaceous vascular plants.
Of dicotyledonous plants Urtica dioica was very common, and then Ranunculus
repens, Lycopus europaeus, Rumex hydrolapathum. Of monocotyledons the
following occurred: Scirpus silvaticus, Agrostis canina, Poa trivialis, Poa pa
lustris, Dryopteris thelypteris.
The isolators distributed in this area included sections of the natural habi
tat with the species of the undergrowth and herb layer growing there. In 1965
5-10 plant species, on average 7 .5, occurY:'ed under the isolators; while in 1966
from 4 to 9 species, on average 6. The bottom of the isolators was covered in
60 to 100% by herbaceous vascular plants of the herb layer in 1965, and in 30
to 90% in 1966.
Of the undergrowth species the ·r owan (Rubus sp.) was commonest, and of
the herb layer species - Agrostis canina, Galium aparinae, Geum urbanum, Urti
ca 'dioica, Galeobdolon luteum, Deschampsia caespitosa, Geraninm roberthianum.
The height of the vegetation in the isolators was on the .whole not very con
siderable and amounted from 30 to· 60 cm and that constituted more or less 1/ 5
to l / 3 of the isolator's height, only great nettles and some ten1s of grass reached higher.
·
The second series of isolators (10) was set up near the D~bowskie, also in
1

The qualitative and quantitative analysis of the area and the v~getation occurring
under the isolators was carried out by Dr. Zdzistawa Wojcik, and our best thanks are due
to her for it.
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the alder forest which was an ecotone habitat - the edge of a sallow shrub and
meadow. Beside the alder, dominatin g in the tree layer (A lnus glutinosa) , there
also commonly occurred the common birch (Betula pubescens ), and the young
ash (Fraxinus excelsior) . The density of the tree canopies amounted to about
75%. In the undergrow th, much richer than in the previous area, the willow (Sa
lix , cinerea), the alder buckthorn (Frangula alnus), the common birch (Betula
pubescens ), the ash (Fraxinus excelsior) , and the oak (Querens robur) were do
minating. The rowan (Sorbus aucuparia.) and the raspberry (Rubus sp.) occurred
in places. l,he herb layer was richer then in the previous area and occurred in
isolated patches. It was tnainly n1ade up of moriocoty ledonous species - Des
champsia caespitos a, Scirpus silvaticus , Calamagr ostis lanceolata , /uncus ef
fusus, Poa trivialis, and of dicotyledo nous species - Geum urbanum, Lisyma
chia vulgaris, Urtica dioica, Lycopus europaeus , and the fern (Aspidium thelyp
teris). In all, 25 herbaceou s vascular plants and 8 tree species occurred in the
herb layer.
First of all the Rhamnus catartica, the alder buckthorn (F. alnus), the oak
(Q. robur), the raspberry (Rubus sp.), and the willow (Salix cinerea) were found
among the vegetation of the isolators, and besides, about, 15 species of vascular
plants in 1965, and about 10 species in 1966.
The bottom of the isolators was covered in 70 to 90% by vascular plants in
1966, and only a small number of n1osses were recorded. The most common
vascular plants were Des champs ia caespitosa , Ge um urbannm, A grvstis canina,
Scirpus silvaticus , Lycopus europaeus . The average vegetation height in the
isolators was more considera ble in this area, and in some of the isolators it
reached in places up to the ceiling (young trees), on average to 1 m, and that
made up about 2/ 3 of the isolator's height. The floristic compositio n of the ve
getation under the isolators indicated that the bottom was wetter than in the
case of the previous isolators.
Thus the vegetation in the isolators was mainly composed of species occurr
ing in the surroundin g forest habitat, and its presence in the isolators gave
shelter for preys and predators, and enabled the web spiders to trap their prey
on the webs.
The investigat ion proveJ that the microc1im ate of the isolators did not show
almost any difference s from the microclim ate of the surroundin g habitat. Besides
the initial check on the microclim ate in the isolators when the experimen t was
commence d, systemati c microclim atic observatio ns were carried out in the · course
of 24 days (from August 15 till September 8, 1966). The temperatu re a1~ d air
moisture were 1neasured at the level of 5 cm and 70 cm above the ground. The
temperatu re was read on the therrnome ters within 0.10C, while hygrograp hs help
ed to measure the moisture.
In the hours of the highest temperatu re in the daytime the temperatu re in
the isolators did not differ significan tly from the one in the forest at the same
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height above the ground (Tab. I). The 24-hours changes in temperature, and parti
cularly any decrease in the temperature were delayed in the isolators. In the
evening, at night, and in the n1orning it was usually warmer in the isolators, the
difference reaching about 0.3 to 0.70C, and sometimes it reached l.OOC. The air
moisture in the isolators was more or less the same as in the surrounding forest,
or sometimes it was slightly higher (the difference amounted to 5%). No drop in
the moisture in the isolators was recorded in connection with the gradient of
height, and so we could suppose that this factor, so important from the point of
view of the tnodification of spider activity, did not limit their movements in the
daytime all over the isolator. The animals in the isolators were protected from
strong winds as compared with animals living in natural conditions.
Deviations in the air temperature~ in the isolator in r(.. lation to the temperatures of the
environment in the period August 16-September 7, 1966

Tab. I
'

Temperature differenTemperablre differenTemperature differenThe kind of weather
ces in the early
ces in the morning
ces in the evening
afternoon
Warm weather
above 20°C
Cold weather
below l5°C

*
+0.1 to +0.9
on average +0 .4

0 . l to +0 .3
on average +0.1

+0.3 to +0.4
on average +0.3

*

+0.2 to +0. 7
on average +0.4

*Insufficient data.

These relatively insignificant modifications in the microclimate caused by
the isolators were the results of the choice of the experimental sites. They were
situated in a wet alder forest, with dense canopies, providing much shade, while
the rich herb layer supplied favorahle, not so changeable, micro climatic con
ditions for the organisms habitating there.
The problem is what the natural density of mosquitoes and spiders in their
environment was, and how the experimental density differed in the isolators.
Some information on this subject was obtained at the time of setting up the iso
lators in the forest. Certain data on the numbers of tnosquitoes and spiders oc
curring within the isolator were re corded at that time applying necessary pre
caution measures (area 1.5 sq.m, volume 2.25 cu. m). The density of Tetragna
tha montana was variable in natural conditions. In one of the isolators as many
as 7 individuals of this species were captured. Up to 5 mosquito individuals
occurred. In certain cases the isolators covered large clumpings of mosquitoes
in the herb layer. About 50 individuals were recorded.
Although these data are very fragmentary and relative, they can give some
idea of the degree of natural density of the prey and predator species investigat-
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ed. However we should also take into account the mosaic-like pattern of the
habitat and, connected with it, occurrence of sites particularly favourable for
mosquitoes and the spider species mentioned above. In such places large clump
ings of spiders - up to 15 individuals of T. montana per 1.0 sq. m. - could be
observed in the herb layer.

3. METHOD

The investigation was carried out in the isolators set up in a wet alder for
est (see the description of the area). The isolators were made of metal r~ds
covered with a nylon net and divided by a partition wall, made of the same ma
terial, in the middle of their length. Thus two smaller compartments were forrrt
ed -their size 1.5 x 1.5 x 1.0 m~ the herb layer area 1.5 sq. m, and the volume
2.25 cu. m. The partition wall could be removed and then the area was 3.0 sq. in
and the volume 4.5 cu. m. The lower edge of the net was dug into the ground to
prevent the animals from the outside to get into the isolators and those from the
isolators to the surrounding habitat. A hole covered with a sleeve made of net,
and used for observations, was cut in the middle of an external wall of the
''small" isolators. Each isolator included a section of the undergrowth and herb
layer which provided the necessary microclimate for the animals and their hid
ing places.
Experiments connected with spider predation on mosquitoes - the species
Aedes maculatus Meig., A. punctor Kirby, A. cinereus Meig. chiefly- and con
trol experiments only with mosquitoes were carried out. The animals were put
into the isolators after thoroughly cleaning the walls and vegetation of the iso
lators*. Such cleaning of isolators was carried out in the course of a fe\'\· days.
Besides, when the experiments got under way, any "alien" species of animals
that turned up there were care fully removed.
The observations were carried out three times a day: in the morning, in the
afternoon, and just before dusk. The time of observation was limited to 5 mi
nutes (mosquitoes were observed for 2 minutes, spiders for 3 minutes). The
control observations carried out at the beginning of the investigation period
with all the observers showed that in the course of 5 minutes the numbers of
animals recorded by separate observers were quite similar.
As far as mosquitoes were concerned the observers recorded the number of
individuals staying on the vegetation and walls of the isolators (in the vegeta
tion and above it), and the number of individuals flying in the vegetation and
above it. The observations yielded data on the occurrence of mosquitoes in dif
ferent parts of the isolator and the present numbers of mosquitoes in the isolat
or. Changes in the numbers of mosquitoes in isolators with and without spiders
*That is removing all the other animals spotted there.
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in successive Jays of the experiment from the mo1nent of its con1menceme nt to
the complete extermination of mosrruitoes gave grounds for concluding about
the pressure exerted by spiders on nlOSfJUitoes. T he division into mosquitoes
sitt~ng and flying at the time of the observations enabled to detennine the re. lative activity of mosquitoes in different conditions of the experiment.
As far as spiders were concerned, the observers re corded their total numbers,
the number of ind.ividuals staying on .the walls and on the vegetation, moving
and immovable
individuals,
and
in
the
case
of
web
spiJers,
individuals
staying
•
in the weh and those without webs. The behaviour of spiders was also observed
- weh spinning, spider moves on the isolator walls, etc. The observations
enabled to determine the part of the population visible on the vegetation and
isolator walls and the part of population actively waiting for preys in the period
of observations.
Spiders were put into the isolators at least three days before letting in the
prey to give them time to settle down in the habitat and to he able to determine
the character and strength of the spider reaction to the appearance of their prey.
Spiders observed in the isolators made up a large part of the population in
troduced there, but never was it possible to observe all the individuals, partly
hidden in the herb layer. The investigation of the 24-hours cycle of the spiders
T. montana and D. fimbriatus (Horn, in press) showed that they tume d up in
the larges.t number in the period of their evening and nocturnal activity. rhe
numbe'rs of the spiders visible in the isolators were dependent on the weather,
character of the herb layer, and the real numbers of spiders in the isolators.
A detailed analysis of this problem is given in chapter_4.1.
As the experiments were to determine the character of the relation between
the number of prey and their predators and the course of predation process, it
was important to find out what part of predators was reduced in the course of
the experiment. To do that spiders Tetragnatha montana Simon and Dolomedes
fimbriatus (Clerck) were removed for a few days from some of the isolators in
the middle of the investigation period and then new experiments with spiders
and mosquitoe.s in the same quantitative relations were carried out. Besides,
after the experiments were terminated, the remaining spiders in the majority of
isolators were removed. The results obtained in such a way enabled to verify
the experiments from the point of view of the real numbers of predators occurr
ing in the isolators. The data indicate that D. fimbriatus suffered a small re
duction in the course of the experiment, while the number of T. montana indivi
duals gradually decreased in the course of the season as the adult individuals
were dying out. These phenomena were taken into account when analysing the
data on the reduction of mosquitoes by spiders.
•
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4. RESULTS OF THE INVESTIGATION

4.1. Natura I reductio n of spider pop u 1at ion s in is o 1 at or s
and "vis i b i I it y" of the pop u 1 at ion
Method of calculatin g the index of predator reduction
Experimen ts with the species T. montana were carried out in the period from
the end of May to the end of July, while those with the species D. fimbriatus in
August and Se pte1nber in view of their seasonal life cycle.
It was found out in the investigat ion, as already mentioned in the chapter
on the method, that spiders put into the isolators suffered a certain reduction
in the course of the experimen t. E ven a casual ob~ervation sho\'\·ed that the
course 9f the reduction was different for D. fimbriatus and T. montana. This
was also indicated by the results of spider removals from the isolators in the
middle of the experimen tal period and when the experimen ts with these species
were terminated . As the number of actively predating spiders is important in the
investigat ions of this type, the determina tion of the spider population reduction
comes to the front.
The second problem, connected with the previous one, is whether there could
be any relation between the present density of spiders in the isolator and their
numbers recorded by the observer i.e. the visibility of spiders. This problem is
concerned with the space distributio n of the populatio ns of the two spider
•
species.
When estimating the mortality of spider population s habitating in the isolator
the following method was applied: it was assumed that spiders decreased in the
population according to the exponenti al distributio n. This assumptio n was based
on the results of experimen tal data*.
The numbers observed were the result of both mortality and visibility of
spiders. The index of mortality was determine d on the basis of pairs of observa
tions separated from each other by S days. This $ was such that the numbers
observed were within the period of the same spider density, and on days with
::1 similar weather.
Value J..l was estimated on the hasi·s of the formula:

lnNt-InN t+S
~1=-------

s

•

(l)

where Ne is the nun1ber of spiders recorded on day t, while Nt+S is the nurnber
of spiders recorded on day ttS.
*We want to express our best thanks to mgr. Teresa Wierzbows ka who elaborated
these problems from the statistical point of view.
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However it happened that the sequence of number of spiders recorded was
not constantly decreasing but that in the ensuing moments of time the values
recorded were higher than those previously recorded. It s e ems evident that the
sequence can not be increasing, and so the earlier values were increased to the
level of those which were recorded in the ensuing days. Thus a new sequence
of values was obtained, constant in parts, constantly decreasing (more precisely
- not increasing).
Next, to estimate ~, the tenninal points of the constant intervals were in
cluded, taking into account weather conditions and density of spiders~ This
value was estimated on the basis of fonnula (1). Value J.l for the initial period
was taken to be the index of decrease for the spiders introduced (N0 ) and the
theoretical values expected were calculated on th e basis of the formula:

Successive mortality indices (estimated for respectively homogenous, in
view of mortality, periods of time) were taken as values of J.l occurring in for
mula (2).
For T. montana the per cent of spiders decreasing in the course of a week
amounted in June, that is just when young adult
individuals occur, to 17% of the
•
population (index of decrease l.l = 0.027), and in the first half of July to 25%
(index of decrease l.l = 0.042). In the second half of July, that is when this
species starts naturally dying out, it amounted, on average, to 34% (index of
decrease 1J = 0.057) (Fig. 1).
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Fig. l. Indices of the spider population decrease in the isolators in different periods of
the season
1 - Tetragnatha montana, 2 - Dolomedes fimbriatus
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1'he per cent of spiders decreasing in the course of a week was calculated
on the basis of the formula:

lOO • (1 - e-''-')

(3)

where 1J. is the rate of reduction in the respective period. The results obtained
can lead us to a conclusion that the period of the season affects the reduction
rate of the spider population. This is most probably connected with the age of
the individuals in the population, and those biological phenomena which are
connected with the age.
For D. firnbriatus the index of decrease amounted, in the period between
August 7 to August 23, to 0.02, anJ that n1akes up about 11% of the population
(F ig. 1). Experiments with this species were carried out with grown though not
yet mature individuals.
The pictures of reduction obtained for the spider species investigated most
probably depend on their de~elopment stage. · Grown individuals of D. fimbriatus
passed already the phase of a strong reduction of juvenile stages, but they did
not enter the phase of a strong reduction connected with the final period of their
life.
Having the rate of reduction estimated on the basis of formula (l) we could
calculate the theoretical nun1ber of spiders in the isolator for each day accord
ing to the following formula:

(4)
for spiders which live<.l at least k days,
where N0 - number of spiders introduced, P.k - rate of reduction.
The difference bet\veen the number of spiders recorded in a given day and
their theoretical number calculated according to formula (4) was a result of the
fact that the observer can not notice all the spiders habitating in the isolator,
as sotne of them stay in their hiding places down in the vegetation.
It was checked whether the visibility of spiders depends on the species,
density of spiders, weather conditions, and periods of the season.
D. fimbriatus was less visible than T. montana. For T. montana the index
of visibility amounted, on average, to 70%, and for D. fimbriatus to 56%.
In order to check the effect of spider density on the visibility, the numbers
observed were correlated with the theoretical ones. If the visibility were con
stant, independent of the density, then the correlation would assume the linear
character:

where N' - theoretical numbers, and N - empirical numbers.
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It turned out that the relation is of the following type:

N == a · (N')k

(5)

0 91
N = 0.88 (N') •
0 89
N = 0. 75 (N') •

For T. montana
ForD. fimbriatu;
It follows from formula (5) that there is a tendency to a decrease in the vi
sibility together with an increase in the density (Fig. 2).
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Populatidn density or spiders------Fig. 2. Dependence of spider visibility on their density in the isolator
1 - Tetragnatlta

mo~tana,

2 - Dolomedes fimbriatus

\

The lack of a close relation between the visibility of spiders and their den
sity might suggest that in a specified space and in specified environment con
ditions there is an optimal number of visible (i.e. not hidden) spiders which is
relatively constant and the surplus of individuals from this population hide in
the vegetation. These proportions may vary. At night, in the period of the high
est food and movement activity of the species · (studies of the 24-hours cycle,
E. Horn) strong internal stimuli . affecting their activity alter the proportions of
these two different "parts'' of the population. A larger per cent of the spider
population is visible but always some of them remain hidden. Some permanent
differences in the visibility of spider$ recorded between separate isolators may
be the result of different conditions prevailing in them, e.g. different vegetation
structure. However th.is problem requires further investigations.
It was also found out that sharp weather changes (such as long spells of
rain, strong winds) alter, to a certain degree the ~isibility of spiders, while mo
derate changes in the weather do not have any effect whatsoever.
No effect of the season period on the visibility of spiders was recorded.
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Method of calculating the index of prey reduction
We can use formula ( l) also when we want to calculate the rate of prey re
duction.
The reduction rate of prey not breeding .. in · the given conditions, and con
stantly under the pressure of the predator; depends on the chance of meeting
the individuals of predator and prey populations. It could be assumed in the
conditions of our experiment that these chances depend on the following two
circun1stances: 1) behaviour of the individuals of both the populations in the
given ecological conditions, and 2) numbers of the two populations. If in the
course of the experiment the intensity of the predator activity towards its prey
rernains more or less the same, and the rate of prey decrease is constant, then
the numbers of prey after time t can be expressed by the formula:
t ~ 0.

This form of the function is suitable for estimating the index of reduction
with the use of the semilogarithmic scale. Marking on the logarithmic scale suc
cessive values N 0 , N J, N 2' ... (they are readings of the population numbers
after time 0, 1, 2, ... ), and on the linear scale the duraticn of the experiment
coiTesponding to the given readings, a sequence of points can he obtained. If
it forms a straight line then it can be concluded that the respective data solve
function (l) and its assumptions. The graphical picture of this relation enables
to find out directly the value of the reduction index. It can he measured by the
inclination angle of this straight line. The re spe cti ve data were obtained gra
phically by relating the angle to the index of reduction expressed in per cent
for 24-hours.
The effe et of the changeable visibility of the population and various random
deviations in the precision of calculation by the observer,. are expressed in the
distribution of points with certain deviations on each side of the straight line.

4. 2. E f f e c t of predator pop u 1 at ion density
and initial prey density on mosquito reduction
On the basis of an analysis of mosquito reduction by three spider species
(/). fimbriatus, T. montana, and L. triangularis) four different types of reduction
were recorded in field experiments (Dltbrowska-Prot, Luczak, Tarwid
1966). It was found out that certain types of reduction occur more frequently in
experiments with specified spider species. The correlation analysis of the prey
reduction type with prey and predator density was carried out on the basis of

•
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materials obtained in the series of experiments realized in 1966. One series
were experiments with various densities of prey- 10, 30, 90, and 180 mosquitoes
- introduced in to the isolators into which predators had been . put beforehand 24 spiders of T. montana or 20 individuals of D. fim.briatus. The other series
was made up of experiments with a constant density of rnosquitoes (50 ind ivi
duals) and a varying numbers of predators - 6, 12, 24, 48 spiders of T. montana
or 6, 12, 20, and 30 individuals of D. fimbriatus. Each one of th~ experiments
lasted fro1n a few to more than several days until all the mosquitoes introduced
into the isolator were exterminated.
Various cases of moscruito reduction were observed in these experiments:
in some of them a constant rate of prey reduction was maintained in the course
of the experiment (a straight line was always obtained on the semilogarithmic
scale) while in the others the rate of reduction varied in the course of the expe
riment. In the latter cases either an increase or a decrease in the rate of reduc
tion was recorded.
In the series of experi1nents with the spider species and the gradient of prey
a general regularity was recorded, that in the experiments with a larger number
of prey the number of cases with a constant index of reduction decreased as
compared with the experiments with a smaller number of preys (1'ab. 11). In the
case of T. montana 75% of cases with a constant index of reduction and a small
number of prey decrea~ed down to 36% when a larger number was taken, while
in the case of D. fimbriatus the respective data were 100% and 14%.
•
Dependence of the character of prey reduction on their density (data from the series
of experiments with the gradient of preys)

Tab. II
Number of mosquitoes in the
~ries of experiments with
the gradient of preys

Number of experiments
with separate prey
densities

Small num- Large numher of preys her of preys
(90-180)
(10-30)
per cent
per cent
180
of cases
of cases

•

Experiments

•

Tetragnatha montana
Number of experiments with a variable rate of red·u ction
Number of experiments with a cons tant rate of reduction

10

30

90

1

2

4

1

8

3

.

5

25

64

2

75

36
_.

Dolomedes fimbriatus
Number of experiments with a variahie rate of reduction
Number of experiments with a constant . rate of reduction

0

0

3

3

0

7

8

I

0

100

•

86
14
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As it was mentioned above changes in the rate of reduc tion are expre ssed
either by its increase or its decrease. In the case of T. montana in the e xpe ri
ments with the gradient of prey the two types of changes occurred e qually fre 
quently, and in D. fimbriatus changes in the rate of reduction were main ly ex
pressed by its intensification in the course of one experim~nt.
In the series of experiments with the gradient of predators, the two spider
species reacted differently. When the number of D. fimbriatus individuals was
small, only about half the experiments showed a constant rate of reduction,
while when a large number of predators were involved all the experiments were
characterized by a constant index of reduction (Tab. Ill). In the experiments
with T. montana any type of density usually resulted in cases with a variable
rate of reduction.
Dependence of the character of prey reduction on the density of predators (data from the
series of experiments with the gradient of predators)
Tab. Ill ·
Number of spiders in the
series of experiments with
he gradient of predators

6

12

5

~

7

4

67

73

l

3

1

3

33

27

1

2

0

0

60

0

2

0

3

3

40

100

E xpe rime n ts

Tetragnatha montana
Number of experiments with
a variable rate of reduction
Number of experiments with
a constant rate of reduction
Dolomedes • fimbriatus
Number of e xperiinen ts with
a variable rate of reduction
Number of experiments with
a constant rate of reduction

Small num- Large num~
her of pre- her of predators
dators
(6-12)
(24-48)
(20-30)
per cent
24(20) 48(30)
of cases
per cent
of cases

Number of experiments
with separate predator
densities

And so we can assume that the initial density of the prey-predator relation
components (spiders-mosquitoes) can have an effect on whether the rate of prey
reduction on the course of the experiment is constant or variable. A decrease
in the rate of reduction was usually recorded in such experiments in "Nhich there
was a larger nun1her of prey per one predator (a large number of prey introduced
into the isolator, or a small number of predators introduced). When the number
of prey per one predator was smaller, then the constant rate of reduction was
maintained in the course of an experiment.
The phenomena discussed are concerned with the qualitative aspe et of the
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problem. We have also investigated the effect of the predator population density
and the initial prey density on the value of the mosquito reduction indices
obtained in separate experiments. It was concluded that th e course of mosquito
reduction by spiders depends on the initial density of preys introduced into
the isolator <experiments with the gradient of prey) (Fig. 3). This is indicated
by the maximum values of indices obtained in separate groups of experiments.
These indices were taken into account as they \\-ere concerned with the period
of the most intensive prey reduction·. In the experiments ·..vith T. montana the
values of indices were higher when the initial prey density was higher. On the
other hand the experin1ents with D. fimbriatus proved that the highest values of
reduction indices were similar even for various initial prey densities (except
the experiment with 30 prey individuals). This is due to the fact that D. fim
briatus is a species effectively exterminating n1osquitoes and hence the maxi
mum values of mosquito reduction indices are high for each initial prey density
(Fig. 3).
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n~mbers of predators and preys introduced

Fig. 3. Rate of mosquito reduction by

Such is the picture of the process of mosquito reduction by spiders in the
experiments with the gradient of prey when we take into account the experiments
from the mo1pent of mosquito introduction into the isolators until their complete
reduction. However it is possible to take into account only the first stage of
the experiment, that is the introduction of mosquitoes into the isolators and
spider reaction to them expressed by the value of their reduction in the course
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of the first 24 hours. The index of this reducti on was calcula ted directl y on the
basis of the formula

a -

b

x 100, where a is the number of n1osqu itoes intro-

a
duced into the isolato r, and b their number after 24 hours. The analys is of
these materi als concer ned with the initial spider reactio n to the mosqu itoes
suppor ted the conclu sion about the charac ter of T. montan a reactio n to the
density of mosqu itoes introdu ced into the isolato r: the higher was their initial
density , the more intensi ve was the reducti on by this spider in the first 24
hours (F,ig. 4). D. fimbria tus display ed, on the other hand, a negligi ble depend 
ence of its initial reactio n to the prey on their density . Values of reducti on
indices · were higher in the experim ents with D. fimbria tus than in the experi
ments with the other specie s. As compar ed with T. montan a it was a stronge r
and more effecti ve predato r (Fig. 4).

100

80

o--~

i80

90

_.,.

,.,o-- -

1

-o 2

30

Number of prey -~·

6

12

24(20)

48(30).

Number or predators ----t•

Fig. 4. Reducti on of mosqui toes by T. montan a (1) and D. fimbria tus (2) in the first
24 hours of the experim ent

Taking into accoun t all the phenom ena discus sed, it can be said that the
initial prey density may affect both the nun1er ical value of the index of reduc
tion, and the change in the rate of reducti on.
Experi ments with the gradien t of predato r density (Fig. 3) showed that the
higher predato r density in the isolato rs with a consta nt number of prey, resulte d
in a higher prey reducti on, and so higher indices of reducti on were obtaine d.
As it could be expect eJ this increas e in density was accomp anied by an in
tensifi cation in the pressu re of predato rs on their prey. Such a picture was
obtaine d both for T. montan a and for D. fimbria tus (Fig. (l). It was only surpris 
ing that the reducti on was weaken ed when there were 12 D. fimbria tus indivi-
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duals. It also gave food for thought that smaller values of the index of reduc
tion were arrived at in the experiments with the two species at the highest
predator dens.ities. The reason here must have been phenomena occurring in
side the predator population.
A general conclusion concerning the intensification · of the predator pressure
together with an increase in its density was supported by an analysis of the
mosquito reduction by the two predator species in the course of the first 24
hours (Fig. 4).
The pictures of mosquito reduction described above were undoubtedly caus
ed by predator activity, and that was indicated by a comparison of the results
'vith the control experiments (Tab. IV). In the control isolators the indices of
reducmosquito reduction were lower than in the experin1ents with spiders. The
.
tion in the control experiments was caused by the natural mortality of mosquitoes, however we can not exclude their partial extermination by predators ac
cidentally leaving the litter of the isolators, in spite of its careful cleaning.
Density dependences were also expressed in the prey-predator relation by
the quantitative ratio of preys and predators. 1'aking into account all the ex
periments, both with the gradient of prey and of predators, they were segregat
ed according to the number of prey per one predator. It was concluded that in
the case of the smallest number of pre ~r per one predator (less than one individual per predator) the index of reduction was relatively low, and it increas
ed together with the number of prey per predator, but only to a certain specified
number of prey. In the case of the . prey densities which occurred in our experi•
ments, the highest indices of mosquito reduction were obtained by the two
spider species within l to 3 individuals per one predator. In the case of other
number of prey per one predator the indices of prey reduction decreased (Fig. 5).
These dependences were particularly obvious in the experiments with D. fim
may be more
briatus, a wandering spider for which the accessibility of prey
•
important than for T. montana.
D iffere nee s in the activity of the two species are clear-cut. D. fimbriatus
reduces strongly mosquitoes, and this is indicated both by absolute values of
mosquito reduction indices, and the relative values as compared with the in
dices arrived at in the control experiments (Tab . IV). A comparison of the pres
sure exerted by the three spider species Linyphia triangularis (Clerck), T. mon
tana Simon, and D. fimbriatus (Clerc k), at the same prey and predator densities
even more clearly stressed differences in the activity of separate species
(Fig. 6). 'l'he least intensive pressure ·on mosquitoes was exerted by the web
spider L. triangularis, slightly n1ore intensive by T. montana as a species
trapping mosquitoes in the isolators in its webs and also outside it on the
walls of the isolator. The strongest pressure was exerted by D. fimbriatus,
a wandering spider actively searching for its prey.

•

Indices of mosquit o reductio n (averag e)
Tab. IV
.

Number of
mosqui• toes
10

30

90

180

Experim ents
Experim ents with
T. montana
Control
•
expenm
ents

32.5

25.9

48.0

24.5

47.9

40.0

40.8

34.8

Average indi-ces for
all the
•
expenments
42.3

32.3

Number of
spiders
6

12

24
(20)

29.3

54.4

54.0

48
(30)

55.0

Experim ents
experim ents with
T. montan a

Average
indices
for all
•
ex penments
48.2

M
•

~

•

Control experim ents
with 50 mosqui toes

29.5

29.5

l

Experim ents with
D. fimbriat us

76.1

62.0

52.4

53.1

60.9

Experim ents with
D. fimbriat us

~

•

66.6

35.6

91.0

89.0

70.6

.

Control
•
experim
ents

44.0

32.7

35.7

37.0

37.3

Control experim ents
with 50 mosqui toes
.

39.2

39.2

.
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Fig. 5. Dependence of reduction index value on th-e number of preys per one predator
in the experiment
1 - T. montana, 2 -D. fimbriatus
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Fig. 6. Mosquito reduction by three spider species in the same density conditions of
preys and predators (experiments were carried out in 1965)

Not only specific differences modified the effect of pre .y-preda~or densities
on the va-lue and rate of prey reduction. The environment is also quite an im
portant factor. When describing the study area we pointed out the fact that in
the isolators put up at D~bowskie, the vegetation occurring there was more
suitable for mosquitoes than the vegetation at Zamosc in view of its differen-
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tia tion, density and height. It was conclu ded that in the same period s of the
•
season the rate of mosqui to reducti on by T. montan a was on the whole more
intensi ve at Zamos c than at Dctbow skie (Fig. 7). Accord ing to the authors of
the presen t paper the vegeta tion structu re in the isolato rs affecte d the rate of
mosqui to reducti on by this spider.
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Fig. 7. Mosqui to reductio n by T. montan a in differen t environ mental conditio ns
• D~bowskie, + Zamosc

4.3. Preda tor re actio n to the prese nce
and initia l densi ty of prey
The effect of variou s number s of spiders or various initial densit ies of the
mosqu ito popula tion introdu ced was eviden t not only on the rate and way of
mosqu ito reducti on but also on the behavi our of spiders in the isolato rs (and
most probab ly also on their behavi our in nature) . We were interes ted in the
problem of the reactio n of spiders as a popula tion in relatio n to their food and
pressu re exerted on their prey at various prey densit ies and at variou s den
sities of their own popula tion.
Investi gating the reactio n of the predato r popula tion in variou s conditi ons
of prey and predato r densiti es, two indices of spider food reactio n were used:
the index of the popula tion "web activit y" (invent ed by Kaj ak in 1966 and
called by her index of food activit y; the name had to be change d as the food
activit y w'as also investi gated with the help of anothe r index) - measur ed in
per cent by the ratio of the number of spider s in webs to the total number of
spiders recorde d in the isolato r - and the index~£ ''spide r movem ent" on the
walls of the isolat or- expres sed in per cent by the ratio of the number of
spider s staying on the walls to the total number of spider s in the isolato r. The
two indices determ ine quantit atively the per cent of the spider popula tion dis-
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playing certain specified reactions to their food. The first determines the per
cent of the individuals spinning their webs on the vegetation and walls of the
isolator. 'T'he second index is hiologically not quite clear as the migration of
spiders over the walls of the isolator 1nay be caused either by their search to
find the way out of the isolator, and even by other needs, or by their search for
the prey" introduced which was very often observed in th~ experiments.
The authors investigated the spider reaction to the presence of prey in the
isolator, their reaction to various initial densities of prey, as well as to various
densities of their own population, and they tried to determine the dependence
of prey reduction on the two types of predator reaction to the food using the
two indices mentioned above.
Experiments with the gradient of prey
Web activity of Tetragnatha montana. Analysing spider reaction to the
presence of prey we investigated the phenon1enon of an increase in the numbers
of spiders staying in their webs in the spider population of the isolator, and we
used for that purpose average indices of spider reaction in the period of three
days before and three days after introducing the n1osquitoes. We were not in
terested at that stage in the real value of indices in various experin1ents, only
if there was any increase or not in the value of the index. Con1paring average
values of the index of web activity in these two phases of each of the 26 ex
periments, with the species T. montana and the gradient of prey, the authors
'
concluded that spiders behave differently in the first few days. It may have
been caused by the fact that the population removed from their natural environ
ment to the isolators had not enough time to settle down properly. In the first
experin1ents with prey the index of web activity did not increase, as a rule,
whatever the density of the prey introduced (Tab. V, crosses). In the successive
experiments with mosquitoes the spider population reacted" by increasing the
per cent of individuals staying in their webs but only from a certain threshold
of piey density: at lQ and 30 mOSf1qitoes there was no clear-cut reaction of the
spider population - the index of web activity decreased, remained at the same
level, or increased as compared with the index of web activity in the period
without mosquitoes. Only when there were 90 and 180 mosquitoes introduced,
the index, as a rule, increased (Tab. V). Thus there is a spider reaction to the
prey but this reaction is delayed as a result of the adaptation of the spider po
pulation to the new environment in the first few days after getting into the
isolator.
The authors follo,ved closely value changes in the index of · web activity
obtained in separate experintents with various prey densities for periods of the
most intensive prey reduction hy spiders. It was then recorded that the per cent
of webs in the spider population was, on average, smaller when there were 180
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Depend ence of food activity of Tetragn atha montan a on the presenc e and density of
mosqui toes in the field experim ents (24 individ uals of T. montan a in each of the ex
!J erim en ts)
Tab. V

~umber of

mosqui toes

· Increas e in tbe per cent ( +) of Increas e in the per cent ( +) of
individ uals moving on the
individ uals from the popula
walls of the isolator after
tion staying in their webs after
the in traducti on of preys
the introdu ction of preys

lO*
30*
30*
90*
90*
180*
180*
10
30
30
30

+
+
+
+
+
+
+

+

.

+
+

~0

30
30
30
30
QO

90
90
90
90
180
180
180
.
180
180

+
+

+
+

+
+
+

+
+
+

+

+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+
+

• - Initial experim ents with T. montana .

n1osqu itoes than with 90, and smalle r "vith 90 mosqu itoes than with 30. That
could indicat e the situati on that when there are more mosqu itoes there are
relativ ely fe\ver spiders staying in their webs (Fig. 8). rfhis depend ence of the
spider popula tion reactio n on the prey density can be e xplaine d by the fact
that the strong stin1ul us, i ~ e. a consid erable prey density , makes some of the
individ uals of T. montan a leave the web or preven ts them from . spinnin g one if
the prey can he trapped on the walls of the isolato r withou t spinnin g a regular
web (f...J u c z a k, D Cl h rows k a .. Pro t 1966). To calcula te these values of the
web activit y index the results of all the experim ents from all the period s of the
season in which they were carried out 'vere taken into accoun t.
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•

When we compare the indices of web activity obtained in various periods
of the season (I- June l to 15, 11 - June 15 to 30, Ill - July 1 to 20, IV July 21 to August 10), then \ve can see that each period has its characteristic
level of the index value (Fig. 9) differing, sometimes not much but al,va.ys
clearly, from other periods. This means that in different periods of the season
somewhat different per cent of individuals of the given population stay in their
wecs. 1,his can be important, besides the effect of prey density' for estimating
the . ecological role of spiders in the comtnunity in different periods of the
. season. The periods were determined according to the following assumption
based on the biology of the given species - I is the period when spiders settle
down in the isolators, Il is the period of the most intensive sexual activity of
the young adult spiders, Ill - period of the most intensive breeding, IV is the
period when the mature individuals start dying out. Seasonal differences record
ed may be caused by changes occurring inside the spider population which alters
its way of behaviour entering the ne'¥ biological stages of development. We must
also take into account the effe et of various weather conditions. These effects
of various factors on the web activity of T. montana population complicate the
dependence of their behaviour on the prey density. l)ata for separate periods
of the season support the regularity described above and consisting in a small
decrease in the per cent of spiders in their webs when there are 180 as compar
ed with 90 mosquitoes (Fig. 9). This interesting regularity was most decidedly
supported by the experiments carried out in 1967 in which the pressure of prey
on the predator was increased several times. lt was recorded, parti.cularly dur-
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ing evening observations, that there occurred a clear-cut and regular decrease
of spiders staying in their webs in the population in the case of the isolators·
which had a higher density of mosquitoes introduced. The experiments in 1967
supported also another way of spider behaviour immediately after being introduc
ed into the isolator - lowered web activity of individuals as compared with the
ensuing period and seasonal differences in average values of the web activity
index.
Movement of the spiders T. montana to the walls of the isolators. Investi
gating the reaction of spiders to the presence of prey with the index of "move
ment activity" towards the walls, we recorded an increase in the per cent of
spiders on the walls after introducing the prey into the isolator. The increase
of the movement activity occurred, as a rule, at each prey density. A sufficient
stimulus is the fact of prey appearance in the environment and their density
was immaterial (Tab. V). i\nalys
ing changes in the values of in
8
1.6
~ices, recorded in the same experi
ment before and after introducing
1.2
the prey it could be supposed that
the most important difference in
1
the intensity of movement in th·e
two stages of the experiment A
with and without the prey - occurr
ed when the number of prey was
either smallest or largest, with
a very weak reaction when the prey
density was moderate (Fig. 10).
This means that spiders move all
over the walls more intensively
1 when there are 10 or 180 mosqui
go
180
10 30
toes than when there are 30 or 90.
Number oF prey ----41~
So far we have not been able to
Fig. 10. Value of the change in the index of find a completely satisfactory ex·
spider movement activity of T. montana (A) and
this phenomenon.
of
planation
D. fimbriatus (B) all over the walls of the iso
Considering the values of the
lator in the period following the introduction of
index in the experiments with var..
mosquitoes as compared with the period when
ions prey densities (excluding
there were no mosquitoes, at different numbers
period Ill, .T uly 1 to 20, as charac
of preys introduced
terized by long rainy spells and
generally bad weather) we can notice a tendency to an increase in the number
of individuals moving on the walls when there occurs an increase in the density
of prey in the isolator (Fig. 11) in the gradient of 30, 90, and 180 mosquitoes.
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T. m on tan a (A) and D. fimbriatu s (B) in
relation to the period of prey in trodu ction in to the isolator
I, 11, Ill, IV- periods of the season (de
tailed explanation s in the text)

Considering the level of average movement activity indices in the four
periods of the season it should be stressed that, excluding period Ill, each
period has its characteristic level of index values. A similar regularity occurs
here as in the case of the web activity indices. It was also possible to record
in each of the periods an increase in the per cent of spiders moving to the walls
of the isolator when the prey densities were higher (Fig. 12).
Movement activity of Dolomedes fimbriatus individuals. The per cent of
the wandering spider D. fimbriatus individuals staying on the walls shows,
similarly as in the case of T. montana, a dependence on the presence of prey
in the environment. This per cent is, as a rule, sntaller in a period when there
are no preys than after the introduction of the prey for each of the initial prey
density (Tab. VD.
Besides, also as with T. montana, changes in the intensity of spider mo
vement on the walls of the isolator in the phase of prey presence,. as compared
with the period when there are no preys, are greater for the lowest and highest
initial prey density (Fig. 10). As with T. montana we are not able to explain
sufficiently this phenomenon though the occurrence of such dependences in
the case of two different spider species indicates its significance.
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Dependence of food activity of Dolomedes fimbriatus on
the presence and density of preys (mosquitoes) in dif·
fe~ent experiments (20 individnals of D. fimbriatus in
each of the experiments)
Tab. VI

Number of preys
.

Increase in the per cent ( +) of individ uals moving on the walls of the
isolator after the introduction of
preys

10*
I

+
+

10*
30*

+
+

30*
90*
90*

+
+
+

180*
•

10
10

10

+

30

30
30
90
90
180

+
+
+

+

• - Initial experiments with D. fim.bria.tus.

A~alysing

values of the movement activity index in the experiments with
various prey densities we did not record any correlation between the per cent
of the spider population staying on the walls and the value of the initial mos
quito density (Fig. ll). This spider is stimulated only by the presence of prey
(Tab. VI), and not by its initial density.
The per cent of D. fimbriatus spiders staying on the walls in the two arbi
trary chosen periods of the season (I - August, 11 - September) remains on
a level different for each of the periods, but similar for different prey densities
in the same period (Fig. 12). Again as in the case of T. montana there is a strong
effe et of the "period of the season" on the reaction of the spider moven1ent
after its fo od.
Experitnents with the graJient of pre dators
Web ac tivity of T. montana . Conside ring the qualitative re a ction of preda
tors in th e e xperiments with th e gradient of predator numbers, the number of
•
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prey being constant (50 mosquitoes), there could be observed in spider popula
tion (excluding the first few days of the experiment) an increase in the web
activity - in a short period (3 days) after letting in the prey in relation to its
rate in the period when there were no mosquitoes - only when the nvmber of
predators used for the experiment was small. A complete lack of the spider po
pulation reaction to the prey was observed in the case of 48 spiders. It seems
that this may have been the result of a small number of mosquitoes per one pre
dator. Besides, in the conditions of this type of vegetation which occurred in the
isolators at Zamosc, where experiments with the gradient of pre~ators were
carried out, this may have been caused by the lack of room for the .w ebs for
a larger number of spiders (Tab. VII).
Dependence of food activity of Tetragnatha montana on the presence of preys at different
spider densities (50 mosquitoes in each of the experiments)
Tab. VII

.

Number of predators

Increase in the per cent ( +) of
individuals staying in their
webs after the introduction
of preys

6*

+
+

6*
12*
12*
24*
24* .
48*
48*
6
6
6 6

'

12

+

• -Initial experiments with T. montana.

+
+
+
+

+
+
+

+

48
48

-

+

.1.2
12
12
24
24
24
24
24
48
48

Increase in the per cent ( +) of
individuals moving on the
wails of the isolator after the
i.u traduction of preys

+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+

•

+
+
+
+
+ .
+
+
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Taking into accoun t a number of experim ents with variou s spider densiti es
an ~ntere sting regular ity can be recorde d. Overlo oking here the density of 12
spiders per isolato r, when the averag e web activit y of T. montan a is lowest
(may be as a result of specia l con
ditions in the isolato r, e.g. particu 
• •
larly unsuita ble vegeta tion) a similar
•
•
•
•
web activit y of spiders can be re
•
• A
80
corded when there are 6, 24, and 48
/
I ·
•
'
•
d
•
'6-..__
spider individ uals: 25 to 30% of the
:
--~2
•
•
tion stay in their webs, and
• •
popula
60
•
•
•
•
there is only a slight tenden cy to
•
•
a decrea se in the case of high spid"er
••
•
•
densi~ies (Fig. 13) .
I

'

•

•
••

1

Movem ent activit y of T. montan a.
••
•
The per cent of spider individ uals
I
••
wander ing to the walls of the isola
48
24
6 12
s
specie
saJne
the
with
as
(just
tor
Number oF predator----~~
in the experim ents with the gradien t
Fig o 13o Values of web activity and moveme nt of prey) increas ed, as a rule, in the
· activity indices of T. montan a at differen t presen ce of preys in relatio n to its
densiti es of predato rs
value in the period 'rvhen there are
1 - average index of web a c tivity, 2 - a verage
at variou s densit ies
itoes,
mosqu
no
inde-x 9f moveme nt a c tivitr
of predato rs introdu ced (1'ab. VII).
In all the experim ents with variou s preda tor densit ies the per cent of indi
viduals s taying on the walls (65 to 85%) was much higher than the per cent of
spiders staying in their webs (17 to 30%) (Fig. 13). This was most probab ly
caused , among other things, by the not .so good conditi ons of .vegeta tion in t~e
isolato rs at Zamos c, be cause this" differe nce was not so strong in the isolato rs
at D~bowskie. A negativ e correla tion betwee n the per cent of individ uals stay
ing on the walls and an increas e in their density was recorde d - their partici pa
tion in the popula tion decrea sed when the spider density increas ed. It seems
possib le that at high densiti es spiders of this specie s get in each other's way
when wander ing and some of the individ uals leave the walls and pass to the
plants (Fig. 13).

•

20

-

Movem ent activit y of D. fimbria tus. In the gradien t of predato rs there is no
reactio n of this spider popula tion of the presen ce of prey. Differe nces in the
movem ent activit y in the period with the lack of prey and after the introdu ction
of the prey in separa te experim ents are small and quite irregul ar. Nothin g in
dicate s any regular depend ence on the density of predato rs. Howev er it should
he stresse d that we haJ to deal with a small number of cases (11) .

•

..
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Taking into accou ~ t a nun1her of various experiments with different spider
densities we can observe the following dependence of the per cent of spiders
staying on the walls on the density of spiders: the highest per cent was record
ed at the smallest (6) and the largest (30) number
of predators (Fig. 14). It is very difficult to explain this phenomenon, and the small number of
~
experiments with this spider species warns that
we should be cautious when drawing cone lusions.
\
An increase in the per cent of spiders moving in
/
the isolator occurs only in the gradient 12, 24,
b' /
30 individuals per isolator, excluding here the
case of 6 individuals (Fig. 14).

'

The data above are the first attempt to ana
lyse ecologically certain aspects of the behaviour
of spiders as a population in relation to their food.
We recorded the effect of the prey and predator
density on the population food activity of T. mon
tana and D. fimbriatus. However this effect was
weakened by environmental factors, such as the
effect of the "settling down" process of the
spider population in the new habitat, the effe et
of the "periqd of the season",- i.e. the develop
ment stage of spiders in the given period of time,
the effect of long drastic weather changes, and
•
the effect of the vegetation structure under the
isolator.

6

''

12

20 .

30

Number of predator -----t~
Fig o 14 o Dependence be
tween the index of mosquito
reduction and the index of
movement activity of D. fim
briatus in the experiments
with the gradient of predators
1 - average index of mosquito
re due tion, 2 - average index of
spider movement activity

Mosquito reduction and the indices of spider food activity

T etragnatha montana. Between the reduction of mosquitoes and the move
ment activity of spiders towards the walls of the isolator only a weak correla
tion occurs. It was observeJ for high prey densities that this spider can trap
them actively outside its web. When it is stimulated by the aboundant prey in
the environment it can either leave its web or even reach its prey quicker with
out spinning the web. Hence a certain correlation between the reduction of
mosquitoes and the index of movement activity of spiders at high initial den
sities of prey.
Considering the web activity we can point out that a decrease in the web
activity of T. montana spiders for the highest initial densities of prey was cor
related with an increase in the index of mosquito reduction, and this is suf
ficiently supported by the explanation provided above.
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In the experiments with the gradient of predators it is clear that there occurs
an increase in the reduction of mosquitoes at higher pre_d ator densities, while
(excluding the smallest density of predators) the increase in the reduction of
mosquitoes was correlated with the decrease in the movement activity of spiders
towards the walls of the isolator. It is possible th .a t when densities of spiders
are higher they get in each other' s way and some of them leave the walls and
trap intensively in the vegetation.
1'hese apparent conb'a~ictions and vague correlations between the reduction
of prey and the spider population food activity can he easily explained by a
special way of trapping preys in the isolators by T. montana mentioned above
o

Dolomedes fimbriatus. In the case of this specie s , experiments with the
gradient of prey showed not a very strong dependence ·of the indices of mos
quito reduction on the values of the indices of the movement activity (Fig. 15).
The isolators had rich herb layer,
and spiders were trapping their
prey both in the vegetation and
. t100
•
on the walls, hence there was
•
a weak correlation between the
.._
process of reaching the walls and
i3
the process of prey reduction.
•
~60
In the experiments with the
•
E
•
•
gradient of predators we managed
k;
•
:'§ 40
•
to find out a clear dependence
~
be tween the values of mosquito
reduction indices and the values
•
of spider movement activity in
dices, that is their wanderings
100
20
40
60
80
all over the isolator. A high iri·
Mean index oF mlJStluifD reduction ---11.,.
dex of mosquito reduction was
Fig. 15o Value of mosquito reduction index at
re corded for high indices of spider
different values of the movement activity index movement, and a low index for not
of D. fimbria/us spiders (gradient of preys inintensive movement (Fig. 14).
troduced)
Do fimbriatus traps only actively,
and thus, differently than T. montana, in its case the reduction of mosquitoes
depends directly on the activity of spiders. That was evident particularly in
the conditions of low poor vegetation in these isolators which neither provided
good shelter for the spiders nor conditions for an effective catch in the vegeta•
tton.

•

~
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4.4. Prey reaction to the presence and density of predator
It could be assumed that the mosquito behaviour in the isolators affects
their accessibility for the predator, and, as a result of it, their reduction as
well. Mosquitoes staying in the vegetation or on the walls without moving are
not very accessible for spiders. They reacted, most of all, to the prey moving
in their vicinity. In the case of web spiders the activity of prey determined.
their being trapped in the webs. Similarly changes in the vertical distribution of
mosquito populations in the vegetation of the isolators and above it should
affect the stre~gth of pressure exerted on the n1osquitoes by the spiders.
The investigation concerns two spider species differing in the way of prey
trapping and certain reactions to their presence (Chapter 3). Thus we can
assume that also the reaction of mosquitoes to these predators expressed by
their activity and distribution in the habitat will be different.
In the experiments carried out the numbers of active (flying) and inactive
(sitting on the walls of isolator and on the plants) mosquitoes were observed,
as well 'as the part of the mosquito . population staying in the vegetation of the
isolator and occurring above it. These observations provide, according to the
authors of the present paper, certain characteristics of the behaviour of the prey
population in the isolator which may affect the rate of their reduction by the
predators. The mosquito population activity in various conditions was described
as the index of the "relative activity" of moscyuitoes, and it can be expressed
by the per cent of flying mosquitoes to the · total number of mosquitoes recorded
in the isolators (sitting and flying). The vertical distribution of mosquitoes in
the isolators was expressed by the per cent of individuals s taying above the
vegetation in the upper part of the isolator (flying and sitting) in relation to the
total number of mosquitoes recorded in the isolator . This index was called the
index of the "upward move" of n1osquitoes.
Comparing the control experiments carried out i.n 1965 with the experiments
with mosquitoes and spiders it was recorded that predators provoked an in
crease in the activity of mosquitoes (Dq,hrowska-Prot 1966). The author did not.
have materials that would enable her to draw conclusions on the effect of the
two components' density on this phenomenon. She was only in a position to
state generally that a simultaneous increase in the prey and predator density
resulted in an increase i~ the activity of mosquitoes. The first conclusion con
cerning the stimulation of the mosquito activity by the predators was fully sup
ported by the present investigation. The mosquito activity in the control isola
tors was lower than in the experin1ents with predators (Tab. VIII). D. fimbria
tus more strongly stimulated mosquitoes than T. montana (Tab~ VIII). The
values of mosquito activity indices are lower in the experiments with D. fim
briatus, but as compared with the control they display a stronger activity of
this species. This is probably caused by different periods of the season (ex-
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montana - spring, middle of the sumnler; experimen t with
D. fimbriatus - second half of the summer, autumn). It is known that the acti
vity of forest mosquitoe s decreases in the second half of the summer in natural
habitats (Dctbrows ka-Prot 1964).

periment with

Average values of indices obtained in the experiment s with T. montana and
tus, as well as in the control

n.

fimbria

Tab .. VIII
Index of:
Experin1en..ts

Tetragnath a montana
relative
activity

Dolomedes fimbriatus

relative
upward
reduction
• •
activity
move

upward
reduction
move

Experimen ts with
10-180 mosquitoes

26 .. 5

49,9

42 .. 3

20. 6

55.3

50. 9

Control experiment s

22.0

67.2

33.1

14.9

69. 3

36.. 5

Experimen ts with
6-48 individuals of
Tetragnatha montana or
with 6-30 individuals
of Dolomedes fimbriatus

27.1

76.1

48c.2

26 .. 8

85. 5

70.6

Control experiment s

21.3

80.4

29.5

14. 0

95.4

39.2

In the conditions of constant mosquito numbers and variable predator num
bers it was recorded, as a general regularity , that the activity of mosquitoe s
increased together with an increase in the predator density, particular ly clearly
at higher spider densities, with D. fimbriatus in particular (Fig. 16). In the
control experimen ts lower and relatively little variable indices of mosquito
activity were obtained. That sb"essed once again the significan ce of predators
in modyfying the activity of mosquitoe s.
In the ~xperiments with a variable number of prey introduced and a constant
number of predators, mosquitoe s behaved differently . It was a general regularity
that the higher the initial mosquito numbers were in the isolators, the lower
was their activity (Fig. 17). A similar phenomen on was observed in the control
experimen ts, but the level of mosquito activity was then lower at each of the
mosquito densities than in the case of the experimen ts with spiders (Fig. 17).
This indicates that a high population density affects the activity of its indivi
duals. Thus the levels of mosquito acti~ity observed are always the resultant
of the following two tendencie s: the effect of the population density lowering
the activity of mosquitoe s, and the movement s of predators stimulatin g the ac
tivity of mosquitoe s.

•

•
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F igo 16o Value of mosquito relative activity, of upward rnovement in the isolator9 and
mosquito reduction by T. montana (A) and D. fimbriatus (B) at different spider densities
1 - experiment, 2 - control

It can be assumed that beside the activity of mosquitoes, also the vertical
distribution of mosquitoes in the vegetation and above it can be modified by
spider species so much differing in their behaviour. It was concluded that mos
quitoes in the presence of spiders fly less to the upper part of the isolator than
in the control experiments, and they keep rather near the vegetation of the herb
layer (Tab. VIII). The index of upward movement, illustrating the differentiation
of the mosquito population in to the sphere of the vegetation and the space
above it, reached higher values in the control than in the. experiments with
spiders, both T. montana and D. fimbriatus. A detailed analysis of the experi
mental results · with the gradient of initial mosquito densities supports this
conclusion. (Fig. 17). The experiments with the highest initial density of mos-
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Figo 170 Value of relative mosquit o activity , of upward moveme nt in the isolatorl i and
mosquit o reductio n by T. montana (A) and D. fimbriat us (B) at differen t number s of
preys introdu ced
1 - experim ent, 2 - control

quitoe s (180 individ uals) were except ional as the index of upward movem ent
reache d slightl y lower values in the control than in the experim ents with spi
ders. It can be assume d that similar ly as in the case. of the relativ e activit y
of mosqu itoes, outside the influen ce of predato rs, the density of mosqu itoes
itself affects their distrib ution in the isolato r. This is indicat ed by the values
of indices obtaine d at differe nt mosqui to densit ies in the control experim ents:
the per cent of individ uals staying above the vegeta tion decrea sed togethe r
with an increas e in the density of mosqu itoes (Fig. l 7). On the other hand the
density of predato rs did not result in any obviou s directi onal change s concer n
ing the values of the index.
Thus it was conclu ded that both the presen ce of predato rs, and their num
bers, as well as the density of mosqui to popula tions, affecte d the level of mos
quito activit y and their distrib ution in the isolato r. This resulte d, in each case,
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in a different pattern of the mosquito fauna - differe·n t proportions between the
flying and inactive part of the population, and the parts of the population stay
ing in the vegetation and above it. Thus a question can be put whether the
level of mosquito activity and their distribution in the isolator affects in any
considerable degree the rate of their reduction by spiders.
The authors analysed the highest values of mos~ito reduction indices
with the indices of relative activity and the one of upward movement obtained
in the experiments with different spider and prey densities. It was concluded
that in the experiments with different densities of D. fimbriatus higher values
of mosquito reduction indices were correlated with higher values of mosquito
relative activity (Fig. 16). However another type of effect can also be recorded
here. The activity of mosquitoes changed together with the .density of predators,
which in turn resulted in an increase in the mosquito reduction. However, the
activity of prey may affect the pressure of predators. The pressure of predators
in the experiments with the gradient of prey numbers was high and did not differ
much in different experiments; the activity of mosquitoes did not differ con
siderably, and it was difficult to conclude much about its significance for the
predation of such species as D. fim,briatus.
In the experiments with T. montana the index of reduction increased both
in the case of an increase in the activity of mosquitoes in the gradient of pre
dators (Fig. 16), and when it decreased in the gradient of prey (Fig. 17). This
may indicate that in the case when T. montana affects mosquitoes, their acti
vity is not connected ·with the rate of reduction, and the index of mosquito re
duction was correlated only with an increase in the numbers of pre ys and pre
dators.
Similarly a comparison of average indices of upward moveme nt and indices
of reduction obtained in the series of experiments with various n1osquito and
spider densities did not supply us with an une'fllivocal answer on the subject
of the effect of the mosquito distribution in the isolators on their reduction by
spiders. In view of that the authors compared values of reduct-ion indices and
their respective indices of activity and upward n1ovement obtained in separate
experiments with T. montana and D. fimbriatus within separate densities of
preys and predators. It was concluded that in the experiments with T. montana
higher values of mosquito activity indices were correlated with lower values
of their reduction indices. This was the case both in the experiments with
a variable number of' preys and predators. On the other hand in the experiments
with D. fimbriatus a reverse dependence was recorded: high values of mosquito
activity indices were correlated with high valu~s of reduction index. In T. mon
tana high values of reduction index were correlated with high values ·of the index
of upward movement, while in the experiments with D. fimbriatus with lower
values of this index.
Summing-up the results on the subject of mosquito reaction to the presence
~/

•
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of predators we can conclude that the activity of mosryuitoes and their distribu
tion in the isolators depends on the presence of predators. The activity of mos
quitoes can be affected by the density of preys and predators, and the two
should be contrasted: an increase in the number of predators stimulates the
activity of mosquitoes, while an increase in the density of mosquito popula
tions weakens it.
The spacial distribution of mosquitoes in the isolators depends, to a certain
degree, on their density - the higher the density, the smaller per cent of the
population remains in the upper part of the isolator. In the presence of preda
tors the mosquitoes keep more to the vegetation.

•

50

•1

o2

40

0

0

•

0

20

•

40

Index oF reduction

60
-----~

80

Fig. 18. Dependence of mosquito reduction by T. m on tan a (1) and L ·. triangularis (2)
on the activity of mosquitoes

The effect of the two indices on the reduction of mosquitoes undoubtedly
exists, hut it is also very much complicated by the prevailing effect of the den
sity of preys and predators. Hence with the material at the authors' disposal it
·was only possible to determine certain tendencies concerning the effect of the
mosquito population behaviour on their reduction. The results obtained are to
a certain extent connected with the character of predators, that is the way in
which they move and capture their prey. This is well horn out by a comparison
between T. montana and L. triangnlaris (Fig. 18), as in such a case in similar
environmental conditions mosquito reduction by the web species L. triangula
ris increased together with an increase in the mosquito activity, and it decreas
ed in the experiments with T. montana which behaved in the isolators as a web
wandering species.
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5. SUMMING-UP AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Th·e reduction of mosquitoes by. spiders in the conditions of the isolators,
where the mosquitoes ~re reduced by the predator without an influx of other
individuals during the experiment, can be expressed with the help of the follow
ing function: Nt = N 0 e -llt. Thus we can assume that it does not depend on the
de.nsity of prey. This function indicates the settlement in the experiment of
a constant rate of reduction in spite of a progressive decrease in the density
of prey. This function refers to a predominant number of experimental data
obtained in the investigation. This means a random character of prey and pre
dator meeting in specified ecological conditions. Such a type of reduction is
not the only one in the ecological literature. We can mention here the reduction
according to a logistical curve both in view of its significance in theoretical
ecology and because such a character of reduction in natural insect popula
tions was re corded. It can be exemplified by Varley's investigation on the oak
pest, caterpillars of Operoptera brumata. He concluded that only in a certain
period of life of the population the reduction of the caterpillars, depended on
the density of their ~opulation and occurred according to the course of the
logistic function.
In the present investigation, in spite of the fact that the rate of prey reduc
tion had a tendency to get stabilized in each separate experiment, we could
observe a variety of reduction. rates in various experiments, and sometimes
changes in the rate of reduction in the course of one experiment. This indicat
ed the .effe et of a number of factors on the process of reduction.
The investigation proved that the course of reduction depends on the num
bers of predators introduced into the isolator and the initial number of prey.
It was concluded that the rate of reduction is higher in the experiments with
a higher number of predators if always the same nu1nber of prey are introduced.
The rate of reduction was also higher in the experiments with larger numbers
of prey and a constant number of T. montana predators. Such a strong predator
as D. fimbriatus did not react with an increase of reduction to larger numbers
of prey used in our experiments. It was always a species strongly reducing its
prey in these conditions.
When we take into account not only the number of preys and predators in
troduced into the isolator but also the number of preys per one predator, then
we can obtain a regular picture of the dependence of the reduction rate on the
size of this relation. A.t its small values the index of reduction is low and then
it increases together with an increase in this relation, and it decreases in turn
when there is a large number of preys per one predator. The highest indices
of reduction were obtained when there were one to three mosquito individuals
per one predator. In the case of the wandering species D. fimbriatus the differ
ence between the highest values of reduction indices and the smallest ones
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was more considerable than in the case of the web-wandering species T. mon
tana.
As a reaction c_onnected with the prey-predator density relation we also
observed a change in the rate of prey reduction in the course of the given expe
riment. Changes in the rate of reduction in separate experiments occuiTed most
frequently at a large number of preys introduced and a small number of pre
dators. Besides they were more frequent in the experiment with T. montana
than with D. {imbriatus. In the case of the latter, changes in the rate of reduc.
tion usually meant its increase.
A~ the dependen~es discussed above were not very strong in our experi
ments, and sometimes they were only tendencies. Hence it can be concluded
that dependences being a result of the density relation of the components in
the prey-predator system were also modified by other type of factors.
It was found out that both the presence of the second component in the ha
bitat, and the numbers of both the components affected the behaviour of preys
and predators. Mosquitoes displayed an increase in their activity in the pre
sence of predators, the stronger, the larger the numbers of predators occuming
in the habitat. On the other hanfl an increase in the density of prey weakened
their activity. Mosquitoes in the presence of predators keep more to the bottom
of the isolator and to its vegetation.
. Spiders also reacted to the presence and numbers of mosquitoes. It was
concluded that spiders increase their web activity after the introduction of
mosquitoes into the habitat which was previously devoid of prey. T. montana
reacted to larger numbers of preys introduced into the isolators by a decrease
in the per cent of individuals spinning their webs, but it increased the per cent
of individuals moving to the walls of the isolator in pursuit of their prey. Si
milarly D. fimbriatus was more active at higher initial prey densities. The den
sity of predators also modified their behaviour. In the case of T. montana ~n
increase in the density of the population weakened the movement of this spe
cies in the isolator.
The correlation of indices characterizing the behaviour of prey and predator
populations with the indices of prey reduction showed the occurrence of certain
dependences. It seems that T. montana reduced more intensively mosquitoes
when their activity was lower, and when they actively passed into the upper
part of the isolator. D. fimbriatus was a more effective predator in such a case
when mosquitoes kept to the vegetation and were more active. The reduction of
mos'luitoes was affected both by the movement of T. montana spiders in the
.isolator, and by the per cent of individuals spinning their webs, which changed
according to the season and \Vas dependent on the density of prey. In the case
of D. fimbriatus its predation activity was correlated with the tnovement of this
species. The more intensive the movement of spiders on the walls, the higher
was the reduction of mosquitoes. A similar dependence, although less clearly
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expressed, 'vas displayed by T. montana. The explanation seems to be the
following: both types of. food activity in the case of this species - web acti
vity and their movements on the walls - affect the rate of prey reduction.
The mechani~m of predation, in the case of our experiments, was the result
of a combination between the initial density of the components and their beha
viour in various ecological conditions. 1,he diffent reactions of mosquitoes resting, flying and hiding in the vegetation ~ and different types of spider
food activity in specified conditions of prey and predator density determine the
type of contacts between the two components. Within these relations the meet
ings of preys and predators occurred at random and this results in the reducti9n
of prey determined by the exponential function given above. A change in the
relations between preys and predators results in a change in the rate of mos
quito reduction adapted to the nevv ecological situation. To put it differently
- the initial density of prey and the density of predators determine the beha
viour of the two components, and the four factors described (density of the two
components and their behaviour) determine the rate of reduction. In certain
conditions this rate is n1aintained until there are no more mosquitoes in the
isolator, while in other conditions (usually a high density of prey and a low
density of predators) it is changed after some time - either weakened or
strengthened.
The reduction of prey is also modified (hut not determined) by other factors,
such as for example environmental. So the course of reduction is affected by
the vegetation structure. Scarce and low vegetation in the isolator resulted in
an increase in the reduction of mosquitoes, probably in view of the lack of
hiding places. Long spells of bad weather weakened the activity of spiders
and mosquitoes and probably affected the mosquito reduction. T'he period of
the season affected the intensity of food activity cl is played by the spider po
pulation.
The authors found out considerable specific differences in the way, type,
and rate of prey reduction in the two predator species investigated; that was
proved sufficiently in the paper.
The variability of mosrruito reduction indices occurring in the course of
one experiment, and when different experiments were compared, indicated that
the process of spider predation, although based on the regularity of random
meetings between preys and predators, depends on a number of factors: en
vironmental (e.g. vegetation structUre), which may be different in different
isolators, on factors being the result of the predator population structure (e.g.
different spacial distribution of T. montana spiders - in their webs or on the
walls of the isolator without any \Veb), and those being the result of the prey
population structure (e.g. different mosquito distribution in the isolator being
the result of the cycle of their 24-hours activity was affected by the presence
of predators), as well as on the number of preys introduced. All these factors,
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sometimes together and sometimes separately, as the strongest stimulus, which
depends on the ecological conditions, affect the rate of prey reduction.

*
One of the basic problems of the paper is the quantitative expression of
the spide.r pression on the n1osquito population. In the arachnological literature
there are papers suggesting methods of calculating the indices of predation
intensity. The behaviour of predators when trapping their prey, the timing of
their attack after letting in the prey, and the time of its consumption have been
discussed in the papers by Gardner (1964, 1965), as well as Haynes and
Si so j e vi~ (1966). Different preys in the diet of separate spider species
have been discussed by Kaj ak (1965a, b), Turn bull (1960), and Potzsch
(1966). The problem of the effect of spiders as predators on selected prey
groups or species has been analysed in the field research using diversified
technics by Whitcomb and his collaborators (1963, 1964), Loughton and
others (1963), Dempster (1966), Warren and others (1967), Galecka
(1966), and others.
The problem of the quantitative expression of spider food activity has
already cropped up in the arachnological literature. And so K aj ak (1965a, b)
introduced the index of spider food activity (corresponding to our index of web
activity) mainly to determine the web trappability of two Argiopidae meadow
species. She recorded that the web activity of tbe two different spider popula
tions varied in the course of the season. In the case of Araneus cornutus this
was correlated with the air temperatur-e. In th.~ case of Araneus quadratus the
web activity was not correlated with meteorological factors and was highest
in the period of the most intensive web trappability of this spider occurring in
the period preceding the egg-laying. In our experiments we have investigated
mainly the effect of the presence of prey and the effect of different numbers
of preys introduced into the isolator on the web activity of T. montana popula
tions. Beside of the effect of the initial prey density we could also record
seasonal variations in the web activity of T. montana. However this was not
coiTelated with meteorological data and should be attributed to the effect of
the spider population development stage.
There are various ways of expressing quantitatively the intensity of preda·
tion. Most of the investig_ators understand this as the number of prey consumed
by the predator. E. g. K a j a k (1965a, h) determined the intensity of spider po
pulation predation by the numerical index being the quotient of the average
number of preys trapped in the course of 24 hours by one spider of the popula
tion investigated and the number of spiders in an area of 5 m2 • In our paper
the index of predation _intensity described the pressure of spiders on the prey
population, and was determined indirectly by the rate of mosquito reduction in
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the isolators with spiders, and directly by a comparison between the rate of
n1osquito reduction in the control and in the experiment with predators.
A very i1nportant problem in the investigation on predation is the problem
of predator hunger or satiation. An interesting attempt at analysing the beha
viour of spiders in relation to their food in laboratory conditions are efforts of
(1966) who endeavoured to estimate different reac
H ay n e s and Si so j e vi
tions of hungry and satiated Philodromus rufus ( Thomisidae) individuals to
their prey. They investigated changes in the intensity of attacks (number of
fruit flies killed in the course of one day) directed by spiders depending on the
length of time they suffered hunger. Experimenting in laboratory conditions they
were able to calculate the number of preys killed by separate individuals. This
was impossible in our conditions. \Ve could only record that at large numbers
of preys some spiders trapped them intensively and collected entire "bunches"
of them in their webs, while others situated less advantageously and probably
less stirnulated by their prey, were satisfied with sucking for .a long time,
only one of .the mo~quitoes trapped. In our investigation on the reaction of
spider populations to their prey as contrasted with the investigation on the
reaction of separate individuals, it was in1possible to study the effect of spider
hunger on the strength of their attacks on the prey because eac h population,
disregarding the number of preys introduced, included son1e more anJ. some less
hungry or satiated individuals. Their different attitudes towards the prey were
compensated though they n1ust have had an effe et on the result of the popula
tional reaction of spiders to their food. The effect of biological development
stages (moult, cocoon-laying), and physiological phases of separate individuals
(degree of the satiation of spiders) are already included in the re action displayed by the spider population investigated.
The two authors cited above re corded, similarly as the auth ors of the pre
sent paper, a very important phenomenon. Spiders transferred from one habitat
to another behave at the beginning differently than later on, and they need
a certain period of time to adapt their predation functions to the new habitat.
This can be applied particularly to T. ntontana in the conditions of our investi
gation. Both the web activity of these spider populations, and the pressure of
their populations on the prey increased clearly 10-12 days after the moment
:>f their introduction into the 'isolators.

c
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ROLA ZAGF;SZCZENIA DRAPIEZCY I OFIARY ORAZ ICH ZACHOWANIA SI~
WZGLEtDEM SIEBIE W PROCESIE REDUKCJI KOMAROW PRZEZ PAJJ\1(1
W WARUNKACH EKSPERYMENTU TERENOWEGO
I

Streszczenie
Redukcj~

komarow przez paj~ki zachodz~cc:t w warunkach izolatorowll gdzie wpro
wadzona porcja komarow jest redukowana przez drapiezc~ bez dok!adania, w czasie
trwania eksperyn1entu 11 now.ych osobnikow, mozna okreslic funkcj~ N t = N 0 e -~.u. M6wi
ona o ustaleniu si~ stalego tempa w procesie redukcji-~ mimo post~puj(\cego spadku za
g~szczenia ofiar w ci'!gu trwania eksperymentu. Funkcja ta odnosi si~ do przewaza
jC\_cej liczby danych uzyskanych w naszych badaniach. Oznacza to losowy charakter
spotkan drapiezcow i ich ofiar w okres1onych warunkach ekologicznych.
Mimo ustaJenia si~ okreslonego tempa red ukcji ofiar w kazdym eksperymencie,
obserwowano wielk~ roznorodnosc tempa redukcji w r6znych eksperymentach oraz wy-
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st«epowanie zmiany tempa redukcji w czasie trwania niektorych eksperyment6w. Swiad
czy to o oddzialywaniu na proces redukcji szeregu czynnikow.
Badania wykazywaly, ze przebie g redukcj i . uzale zniony jest od liczebnosci wpro
wadzonych do izolatora drapiezcow i poCZ(\tkowej liczby ofiar. Stwierdzono, ze tempo
redukcji jest wi~ksze w eksperymentach z wi~ksztt liczbf:\ drapiezc6w przy stalej licz
bie ofiar. Tempo redukcji bylo rowniez wi«eksze w eksperymentach z wi~kSZCl liczb~
ofiar, a stat~ liczb~ drapiezcow T. montana. D. fimbriatus nie reagowal na ogol zwi~k
szeniem tempa redukcji na wif(ksze 1iczebnosci ofiar stosowane w naszych ekspery
mentach. By} on w tych warunkach gatunkiem zawsze intensywnie redukuj~cym swoje
ofiary.
jesJi wezmiemy pod uwag~ nie Samf\_ Jiczebnosc wprowadzonych do izo}atora ofiar
i drapieic6w, a liczb~ ofiar przypadaja..c~ w momencie ich wprowadzania do izolatora
na jednego drapiezc~, to uzyskujemy bardzo prawidlowy obraz zaleznosci tempa reduk
cji od wielkosci tego stosunku . Przy bardzo malych wartosciach wskaznik redukcji
jest niski 1 wzrasta przy wzroscie liczby ofiar na jedncgo drapiezc~ i z kolei spada,
gdy liczba ofiar przypadajctca na jednego drapiezcf( znacznie wzrasta. Najwyzsze -wskaz
niki redukcji uzyskano w eksperymentach9 gdzie 1-3 komar6w przypadal'o na jednego
drapiezc~.

J ako reakcjft na liczebnosc kornponent6w ukladu drapiezca-ofiara obserwowano
r6wniez zmiany tempa redukcji ofiar, jakie w poszcz~~lnych ekspe ryn1entach zacho
dzily najczccsciej przy duzej liczbie wprowadzonych ofiar a mal'ej lic zbie drapiezcow.
Zachodzily one ponadto cz~sciej w eksperymentach z T. montana niz D. fimbriatus,
u kt6rego zmiany tempa redukcji polegary na jego przyspieszeniu.
Wszystkie om6wione wyzej mleznosci wyst{\pily w naszych eksperymentach niezbyt
silnie, czasami wyst~powaly tylko ja~o pewna tendencja. Nasuwa si~ st~d wniosek,
ze zaleznosci wynikajctce z wplywu zag~szczenia komponent6w w ukladzie drapiezca
-ofiara by!y modyfikowane dzial'aniem jeszcze innego typu czynnik6w.
Stwierdzono, ze zarowno sama obecnosc w srodowisku drugiego komponenta ukladu
drapietca-ofiara jak i liczebnosc jednego i drugiego wpl'ywa na zachowanie si~ dra
piezcy i ofiary. K o1nary wykazywal'y wzrost aktywnosci w obecnosci drapiezcy i to tym
silniejszy. im wi~ksza byla liczebnosc drapiezc6w wyst~pUj'l,cych w srodowisku. Wzrost
za~szczenia komarow natomiast os!abial- ich aktywnosc. Ponadto komary w obecnosci
drapiezcy silniej trzyma}y sit; dna izolatora i jego roslinnosci.
Paj~i r6wniez zn1ienialy swoje zachowanie w obecnosci komarow i w zaleznosci
od ich liczebnosci. Stwierdzono, ze u paj(\kow wzrasta aktywnosc sieciowa po wpro
wadzeniu komar6w do srodowiska uprzednio pozbawionego ofiar. T. montana reagowala
na wi~ksze liczebnosci wprowadzanych do izolator6w ofiar zmniejszeniem udziatu
w populacji osobnik6w budujq_cych sieci; zwi~kszat si~ natomiast udziat osobnik6w
przernieszczajf:\.cych si~ na sciany izolatora w pogoni za ofiarami. Podobnie D. fim
briatus by} bardziej aktywny ruchowo przy wiEtkszych zag~szczeniach ofiar~ Zagftszcze
nie wlasnej populacji takze modyfikowal-o jego zachowanie sifC. U T. montana wzrost
zag~szczenia jej populacj i oshlbial przemieszczanie si~ tego gatunku w izolatorze.
Korelacja wskaznikow charakteryzuj'icych zachowanie siEt ofiar i drapiezcow ze
wskaznikarn i redukcji ofiar wykazala istnienie pewnych zale znosci. Wydaje si~, :!e
T. montana bardziej gwahownie red ukuje kornary przy mniejszej ich aktywnosci, a in
tensywniejszym przechodzeniu ich w g6rne strefy izolatora. D. fimbriatus byl' z kolei
skuteczniejszym drapiezcq w przypadku, gdy komary trzymaJy si~ raczej warstwy roS
linnosci i wykazywaly wi~kszct aktywnosc ruchowc:t. W redukcji komar6w odgrywal-o
roll(, zar6wno przemieszczanie si~ w izolatorze paj~kow T. montana, jak i zmienny
w sezonie i zalezny od g~stosci ofiar udzial' w populacji osobnik6w bud uj~cych sieci.
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U D. fim briatus aktywnosc drapieznicza byta skorelowana z przemieszczeniem si~
w izolatorze osohnik6w populacji tego gatunku; im wi~ksze by-to to przemieszczanie
s~, tym wi~ksza by}a redukcja komar6wo Podobnct zaleznoscl) cho6 znacznie sl'abiej
wyrazonq, wykazywala T. montanao Wydaje sit;, ze spowodowane to jest faktem, ze
u tego ostatniego gatunku oba typy aktywnosci pokarmowej - sieciowa i ruchowa (prze
mieszczanie si~ w izolatorze) - wp}ywajct na wielkosc redukcji ofiar o
Przebieg redukcji ofiar okreslony wyzej wymienionymi czynnikami modyfikuj'l (ale
nie determinujC}) r6wniez inne czynniki np. srodowiskoweo Tak na przyk}ad stwierdzono!l
ze na· przebieg redukcji wplywa struktura roslinnoscio Rzadka_i niska roslinnosc w izo
latorze wpl'ywa na zwi~kszenie red ukcji komar6w, zapewne ze wzgl~du na brak kryjo
weki w ktorych moglyby bye zabezpieczone przed drapiezcq. Zl'a7 dhlgotrwa-l'a pogoda
o slabiala aktywnosc pajqk6w i komar6w i wplywata na przebieg redukcji komarow.
Stwierdzono r6vvniez r6 zn'\. intensywnosc aktywnosci pokannowej populacji paj~kow
w roznych okresach sezonuo
Tak wi~c mechanizm drapieznictwa* .kt6rego wynikiem jest okreslone tempo reduk
cji ofiar"~ polegalby na dzial-aniu zatNszczenia ofiar i drapiezc6w oraz ich reakcji
wzgl~dem siebie w r6znych warunkach ekologicznych - w sprz~zeniu zwrotnym o
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